WATERED FAIRWAYS
now considered essential of A-1 Course

By CARL KOHL

LAST SUMMER'S experience emphatically marked fairway watering as an essential of the first class country club. Fairway watering installations in the central and eastern states now are so common that opportunities for comparison of watered and unwatered fairways not only abound but are unavoidable.

So strikingly did these comparisons reveal the desirability of fairway watering that it now is obvious that the unwatered course—at least in the metropolitan districts—is going to have a tough job keeping its members from going to watered courses of perhaps inferior architecture. With that danger confronting the clubs which do not now have fairway watering, it already is certain that the fairway watering installations to be made during the present “off season” will constitute the greatest volume of construction work done in the golf field during the last three years.

Of course the one drawback to fairway watering installation is expense, but with the decided economies effected by most golf clubs during the last two seasons, the majority of private clubs in metropolitan districts find themselves in the soundest financial condition they have enjoyed since golf became “big business.” Costs of fairway watering installations now are about as low as they can get unless the whole country goes to hell, in which case any investment that is made in fairway watering would have been just as sour as it would be if placed in any other improvement or investment.

Costs Vary Widely.

We have seen fairway watering jobs at 18-hole metropolitan district clubs that varied in cost from $7,500 to $100,000, and although it is plainly foolish to say that the work of the two installations, representing the extremes, is the same, these two courses are the best conditioned courses we saw during inspection trips to many establishments during the summer. The $100,000 job is a fully automatic installation with a minimum of labor operating cost and a design that probably will need no revision for years to come. Considerable of this expense represents a well and elevated storage tank.

The $7,500 job is a hose system with a fairly steep labor bill, but even with the additional labor required for fairway watering the annual budget of this course is quite close to the figure of unwatered courses. It is surprising to see what economies were effected in the operation of these hose systems during last summer. In one case $24 a night was knocked off the labor bill by a change in sprinklers and a slight additional expenditure in hose. Costs of the change were amortized quickly after the change was made.

Right now, at many clubs there is favored a policy of installing fairway water-
Fertilize fairways now

IMMEDIATE GROWTH & THICK SPRING TURF

IMMEDIATE growth is necessary for fine Autumn fairways. Moreover, late growth puts the sod in "fat" condition for Winter, which means a quick early start of thick Spring turf. That's why you should feed your fairways NOW with Nitrophoska—the concentrated, complete, economical fairway fertilizer.

One ton of Nitrophoska is equal in plant-food to four tons of ordinary fertilizer. An application of 200 pounds per acre gives you better turf at low cost. Don't neglect your fairways this Fall; order Nitrophoska now from your supply dealer—at reduced prices, F.O.B. New York. If he can't supply you, order direct from us. Address Synthetic Nitrogen Products Corp., 285 Madison Avenue, New York.

How Much Water?

In the departed bull-market days several of the then affluent clubs that installed fairway watering were victims of a neglect to make certain of one rather vital element of fairway watering—water. Seeing some of these systems only intermittently operative has scared more than a few of the clubs considering watering systems into a belief that a water source of many times the volume actually required, is necessary. Costs of assuring this unnecessarily large volume are discouraging the work. Right here is where the combined knowledge of turf and soil experts, hydraulic engineers and practical greenkeepers can be employed to great advantage.

But when one takes a second glance at the above mention of bringing in all the high-powered experts the thought occurs that whatever valuable services they are able to supply are not at all necessary in deciding whether or not fairway watering is desirable. Anyone who has walked in comfort over the luxurious fairways of watered courses and played with invariably good lies gets the answer when he trods over the baked, scanty turf of an unwatered course with every spike in his shoes stabbing through to his skull.

The big mystery is why golf clubs have waited so long to install fairway watering.
Seventeen Years Ago

New York, February 8, 1915.

Percival Schmuck, Esq.,
26 Foster Avenue,
Mount Vernon, New York.

My Dear Percy:

I am delighted to learn that you have taken up the Royal and Ancient game and that you are holding so important a post as membership on the Green Committee.

At Baltusrol the total expenditure by the Green Committee varies from $7,000 to $9,500 each year, this including, however, construction of new bunkers, of which no separate account is kept. The cost of each bunker of course varies, but I should think the outside limit for new construction would be $500. May I venture a suggestion which, if you accept it, the members of your club will bless you for many a generation? Pipe the fair green so that a system similar to the Boston system may be used in watering the fairway in summer. Do it at once, and you will save the club money in seed, which, as you know, is one of the largest items in the Green Committee’s budget. We have such a system at the National and at Garden City and the pleasure one has in playing over both courses in the summer time is as great as that one has in the spring or fall. Baltusrol is impossible in the summer, and I have no doubt yours is as well.

I hope to see you at the Amherst dinner on the 24th.

Yours always faithfully,

(Signed) CORNELIUS J. SULLIVAN.

The able, eminent J. C. Healy, manager at Siwanoy C. C., Mount Vernon, N. Y., sent us a copy of a letter from the late Cornelius J. Sullivan to Percival Schmuck, more than 17 years ago. This letter is reproduced in the accompanying box.

Shrewd Sullivan! If that suggestion of yours about fairway watering had been adopted earlier by golf clubs their members would be debtors to your memory.

As many will recall, Cornelius Sullivan was a golfer of keen enthusiasm and in his home club official capacities, as well as in his official connection with the USGA, he had ample opportunity to study the needs of the game. It’s the game’s own tough luck that it took at least 13 years for his advise on fairway watering to be generally appreciated.

Healy comments that Siwanoy’s experience has checked perfectly with the advice in Sullivan’s letter. He remarks: “The dry summers we have been experiencing in recent years have made everybody realize that at last we have come to the necessity of piping our fairways. At Siwanoy we went to this expense 2 years ago.”

O. M. SCOTT & SONS CO.
Marysville, Ohio
Portraits of the Champions

Exclusive, actual photographs of more than 40 Open and Amateur champions, made by the expert who covers every major championship. Perfect for locker-room, grill and pro-shop decoration.

- 5" x 8"—black and white...$1
- 7" x 11"—sepia ..............$3
- 11" x 14"—sepia ..............$5
- 16" x 20"—sepia ..............$10

Write for complete details

GEORGE PEITZCKER
5646 Clemens Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

A PRIMER of GOLF INSTRUCTION

By HAROLD SAMPSON

For the first time a book devoted to teaching how to teach golf. It presents the methods of the most successful golf instructors.

Pro endorsement gives this book a high rating.

An eastern pro says:
Smart pros will read it and—as I am doing—recommend its use to their pupils.

From a southern pro:
It ably defines and explains the fundamentals of resultful instruction.

And a New England pro:
Every young instructor should read it. It will help both pro and amateur.

A western pro's comment:
It will mean much to pro and amateur in the advancement of golf.

PRICE $2.50

Order direct from the author,

HAROLD SAMPSON
Professional

BURLINGAME C. C., BURLINGAME, CALIF.

MACGREGOR IS PREXY

Elected to Head NAGA as Successor to John Morley

JOHN MAC GREGOR, formerly vice-president of the National Association of Greenkeepers, was elected to the presidency of the organization at an executive committee meeting held Sept. 26 and 27 at Hotel Statler, Cleveland, O. John Morley, president of the greenkeepers' association, was made president emeritus.

Morley was the leading spirit in bringing the greenkeepers into a national association five years ago and has been president of the body since its organization. Demands made on Morley's time by organization activities has been so great they have retarded complete recovery from a severe illness more than a year ago.

Grass Seed of Known Quality

Tested for Purity and Germination

Specialists in Golf Grass Seeds, Fertilizers and Equipment

132-138 Church St., New York